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Evolution of novel genes
Manyuan Long
Much progress in understanding the evolution of new genes
has been accomplished in the past few years. Molecular
mechanisms such as illegitimate recombination and LINE
element mediated 3′ transduction underlying exon shuffling, a
major process for generating new genes, are better
understood. The identification of young genes in invertebrates
and vertebrates has revealed a significant role of adaptive
evolution acting on initially rudimentary gene structures created
as if by evolutionary tinkers. New genes in humans and our
primate relatives add a new component to the understanding
of genetic divergence between humans and non-humans.
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AFGPs antifreeze glycoproteins
L1
LINE-1
LDL
low-density lipoprotein
LINE
long-interspersed nuclear element
MCH
melanin-concentrating hormone
TEs
transposable elements

Introduction
Notwithstanding the fact that speculations about
evolutionary novelties can be traced back to Darwin [1],
the mechanisms and processes involved in the origin of
evolutionarily new genes were not observable until the late
1970s and early 1980s when appropriate molecular and
biochemical techniques were developed. Productive
approaches emerged in the early 1990s via two favorable
conditions: first, enormous databases of DNA and protein
sequences and structures; second, the introduction of the
concept of young genes.
The complete process for the birth of a novel gene
comprises initial mutation events, yielding a particular gene
structure, and the subsequent evolutionary process, in which
the new gene structure is fixed in the whole species and
improved for some novel function(s). Present-day sequence
databases have archived sequence and structural information
of an astronomical scale, enabling the comparison of various
gene structures (e.g. intron–exon structure or protein
modules) to postulate initial molecular processes [2–4].
Much information for early changes in gene structure and
sequence for the further improvement of acquired novel
functions may be missing from those genes that are
retrieved from the database, however, because these genes
are often so old that this early evolution has been obscured

by later changes. An efficient approach is the direct examination of a gene that originated recently (i.e. several
million years ago) whose sequences and structures retain
initial features of evolution. A technical challenge is the
identification of young genes limited to related species.
Fortunately, genome sequences and innovative molecular
techniques remove the impasse to finding young genes; a
number of informative examples have been identified.
Results from these new approaches have changed our view
about the makeup of genes and genomes. In this review,
we summarize the major progress that has been achieved
recently and consider its implications to the understanding
of evolution of genetic systems.

Exon shuffling: mechanisms and rates
Since its proposal in the late 1970s, exon shuffling has been
demonstrated to be an efficient process for generating new
genes [5]. This proposal assumed that new combinations of
exons from different genes, representing subunits of
functional structure, may arise by non-homologous recombination and evolve into new genes with novel functions
and that introns will speed up the formation of new combinations and, thus, the rate of new protein evolution. Among
the first-detected examples of exon shuffling was the
low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor [6]. Patthy [7,8]
surveyed protein databases systematically and showed
that exon shuffling occurred in many genes of vertebrate
and invertebrate organisms. New genes created by exon
shuffling in plants were also observed (e.g. in potatoes [9]
and sunflowers [10]). Unfixed spontaneous events of exon
shuffling were also observed in mouse [11] and tomato [12].
These observations suggest that exon shuffling is a general
mechanism for the origin of new genes.
The mechanisms that drive exon recombination, however,
remained a mystery for two decades until recent work in
two areas: illegitimate recombination and LINE-1 (L1)
element mediated recombination. Illegitimate recombination, the DNA recombination between sequences sharing
little or no homology, was initially proposed as a molecular
mechanism for exon shuffling [5,13]. Brosius [14] emphasized the importance of retroposition in gene evolution
and Gilbert et al. [15] indicated that retroposition was a
dominant form for exon shuffling.
Bloemendal and co-workers [16,17] revealed the first clear
molecular mechanism resulting in illegitimate recombination leading to exon shuffling in the small heat-shock
protein αA-crystallin gene of the hamster. By transfecting a
construct of the hamster αA-crystallin gene into a mouse
muscle cell line, these authors identified a mutant αA-crystallin gene with a large intragenic duplication (Figure 1a).
The sequence of this mutant suggested it had been created
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Molecular mechanisms for exon shuffling. (a) Illegitimate recombination
leads to exon duplication for super αA crystallin protein. The
recombination took place between two non-homologous sites with the
identical sequence CCCAT in intron I and II of the super αA crystallin
protein. Topoisomerase I preferentially nicks the sequence CAT,
suggesting that the two new CCCATs function in illegitimate

recombination. (b) Exon-shuffling by LINE-1 mediated 3′ transduction.
A and B are two hypothetical genes to explain the transduction process.
A′ is a new gene created by the process. The transcription start site and
terminating signals are marked by arrows and ovals, respectively. LINE-1
has weaker transcription terminating signals (ovals) that yield a readthrough transcript including exon 2 of gene B.
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by illegitimate recombination between two CCCAT sites
in two αA-crystallin genes, one at intron 3 and the other in
exon 2 (which is an intron in another isoform of αA
cystallin), resulting in an internally-duplicated exon structure. It has been demonstrated that the triplet sequence
CAT is preferentially nicked by topoisomerase I involved in
illegitimate recombination, implicating these two CCCATs
in the act of illegitimate recombination.
Such a specific sequence requirement, however, would
imply a low rate of recombination, which may not be able
to account for the observed higher frequency of exon shuffling. Other mechanisms can also lead to exon shuffling. A
mechanism reported to be potentially efficient [18–20] is
called L1 element mediated 3′ transduction (Figure 1b). L1
is a retrotransposon that can reverse transcribe and move in
the mammalian genome. Moran et al. [18] demonstrated in
a transfection experiment that L1 can, as a consequence of
its associated weak transcription terminating signal, yield a
read-through transcript at an appreciable frequency. A 3′
flanking genomic region-derived fragment in such a
transcript would also move with the LINE element on the
same transcript. Depending upon the position of LI,
a whole nuclear gene or exons downstream of L1 can be
carried with L1 and recombine with exons of a recipient
locus. Given the high abundance of L1 elements in mammalian genomes [21–23] (~15% of the human genome),
L1 element mediated 3′ tranduction likely represents a
frequent mechanism to shuffle genome sequences.
Genomic analyses revealed that sequences transduced by
this mechanism account for ~1% of the human genome
[24•,25•], although the new functional chimerical genes
created by this mechanism have not been documented
from these L1-derived human sequences [19].
How often does exon shuffling generate new genes? Patthy
[7,8] lists hundreds of protein families that have been made
by this mechanism; most are mammalian genes. Statistical
analyses of intron phase, defined as the relative position of
introns either within or between codons, have revealed
dominant phase zero introns and significant intron phase
correlation within genes (i.e. exons tend to be flanked by
introns of the same phase). This non-random distribution of
intron phase suggests that a large portion of eukaryotic
genes originated from exon shuffling [26,27]. An alternative
explanation, however, is that non-random distribution of
hypothetical proto-splice sites for intron insertion [28,29]
(e.g. AG↓G exon sequence [‘↓’ indicating the intron insertion site]), would also generate a non-random distribution
of intron phases [30,31]. Assuming that the sites where
introns reside are just a random sample of those candidate
proto-splice sites, two studies investigated the distribution
of these sites [32,33••]. The currently observed intron
phase distributions differ significantly from the distributions of the hypothetical proto-splice sites including the
AGG base triplet. These recent analyses continue to support the conclusion that exon shuffling plays an important
role in new gene evolution.
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Retroposition and gene translocation
Retroposition has been viewed as sowing the ‘seeds’ for
evolution of novel gene functions [14] rather than representing merely the dead ends (pseudogenes) in evolution,
because of two properties. The first is that retroposition
often occurs into a new genomic environment where a
fortuitously evolved regulatory system from the nearby
genomic sequence might resurrect the otherwise doomed
insertion with a new expression pattern. The second
property is that the retrosequence may become part of a
new gene by recruiting nearby pre-existing coding and noncoding sequences to form a new chimerical gene. Many
cases have been uncovered for these two routes to generate
new gene function. For example, the BC200 RNA gene
that is expressed specifically in the nervous system of primates was created after the insertion of a 7SL RNA-derived
monomeric Alu element recruited a unique genomic region
[34]. Brosius [35] reviewed the role of retroposition in
evolution of new genes and new regulatory systems.
Several molecular features are often viewed as hallmarks
of retropositions: the loss of introns, poly A tracts, and
flanking short direct repeats [36]. These are indeed useful
characters for identifying the genes created by retroposition,
leading to the identification of numerous examples in the
human genome [37,38]. These three features, however,
might only represent a portion of actual retroposition events.
Retroposition of intronless genes is not associated with
intron loss. Moreover, these features can be maintained in
nature only for a limited evolutionary time — introns can be
inserted into intronless genes and the poly A tracts and
flanking repeats may be eroded in a short time.
It had not been anticipated that a retroposition event could
retain an intact intron–exon structure by reverse-transcribing
the RNA encoded by the antisense strand of a gene. Nahon
and co-workers [39••,40,41] identified two chimerical genes
originating recently in Hominidae. PMCHL1 and PMCHL2
(proMCH-like 1 and 2 genes) have derived from the melaninconcentrating hormone (MCH) gene by reverse transcription
and integration of a long exon in the AROM (antisense-RNAoverlapping-MCH) gene encoded in the complementary
strand of the MCH gene. Because the RNA sequence for
AROM does not itself contain the splicing site sequence of the
MCH gene, the intron–exon structure of the MCH gene
overlapping AROM has been maintained after the integration
of retroposed sequences. A more general process to summarize
the mechanism to preserve intron–exon structure for retroposition is given in Figure 2. This mechanism casts doubt on a
prevailing view that chromosome translocation is responsible
for dispersed gene family members with introns in many
situations. In such cases, identification of poly A tracts and
flanking repeats may provide clues to origin by retroposition,
if the genes are young enough to retain these signatures.

New functions evolved from gene duplications
The classic model for the origin of new gene functions is
based on gene duplication [42], proposing that while one
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Schematic of an intron-containing gene duplicating and moving to
another chromosomal position. (Arrow, transcription start site; oval,
transcription terminating site.) Two strands of the same DNA regions
encode two unrelated genes, with one (upper) having an intron and the
other having no intron. Retroposition from the transcript of the
intronless gene creates a new locus in chromosomal position 2, in
which the structure of the intron-containing gene is also retained.

copy of a pair of duplicate genes maintains the original
function, the other copy can accumulate mutations for
further evolution of new functions. Although many theoretical models have been proposed to describe the gene
duplication process, it should be emphasized that gene
duplication is not synonymous with the gaining of new
functions. A duplicate gene can have several evolutionary
fates: first, it becomes a pseudogene; second, it maintains
redundant functions; and third, it gains new functions.
Walsh [43] examined the probability that a gene duplication evolves new functions under a simplified assumption
incorporating only the first and third of these scenarios. He
showed that a duplicate copy is in general much more
likely to become a pseudogene instead of a new functional
gene. He also showed that if a duplicated gene acquires an
even slightly advantageous function, then it is unlikely to
become nonfunctional in subsequent evolution. Ohta [44]
proposed a probability model to examine the role of
neutral mutation in the evolution of new gene functions.
Gu [45] proposed a statistical method to detect potential
functional divergence between duplicate genes.
There are many new functional genes evolved from gene
duplications — for instance, hemoglobin genes in humans,
in which duplicate copies are expressed at different developmental stages. A compelling case was reported recently
in centromeric H3-like proteins in Drosophila [46••]. A
member of this family, the Cid gene, in D. melanogaster
functions in the centromere to determine the specificity
of centromeric DNA binding. An evolutionary feature of
centromeric DNA is the fast change of its component satellite
repeats as a consequence of insertion of new mobile
elements or loss of old repeats. For example, in a closely

related Drosophila species that diverged for only 2–3 million
years, the components of centromeric DNA diverged
significantly. A biological question is how could the function
of Cid respond to such rapid change in centromeric DNA?
Malik and Henikoff [46••] find that Cid in D. melanogaster
and D. simulans adaptively evolved new binding functions
by equally rapid changes in its protein sequence. A recent
laboratory experiment by Rosenzweig and co-workers [47]
also showed that new duplicate copies of hexose transport
genes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae originated only following
450 generations of selection in a glucose-limited medium.
This interesting experiment, with early selection experiments in micro-organisms for the origin of new gene
functions [48,49] demonstrated the significant role of
selection in the origin of new gene functions.

Mobile elements and lateral gene transfer:
more sources for new protein function
Transposable elements (TEs) have been shown to
contribute to the creation of protein diversity. Makalowski
and Boguski [50] and Makalowski [51•] have surveyed vertebrate genomes, identifying >200 cases in which various
mobile elements encoded portions of cellular proteins and
changed the functions of genes recipient for the TE insertions (also see ‘Update’). Because of the abundance of Alu
elements in primate genomes, it serves more often than
others as a donor of new peptides within the new proteins.
An example is the human decay accelerating factor (DAF)
that contains an Alu fragment. Because this new protein
has a novel hydrophilic carboxy-terminal region as a
consequence of the Alu insertion, it would have intracellular
locations different from the original gene [51•,52]. These
cases implicate TEs in the origin of new proteins, offering
the opportunity for further investigation. For instance, it
would be interesting to know the population and/or
species distributions of these newly created genes,
because it is unclear whether these new forms of proteins
have been fixed in whole populations of humans with other
primate species. It would also be interesting to decipher
which evolutionary forces have acted on these genes.
Lateral gene transfer, the pass of genetic information from
one genome to an unrelated genome, has been shown to be
important in genome evolution of prokaryotes ([53,54]; see
also reviews by Ochman [pp 616–619] and Ragan
[pp 620–626], this issue). It is likely that novel genes with
new functions can evolve from such a process in recipient
species of the gene transfer. De Koning et al. [55•] provide
one such case. It is found that the gene encoding N-acytylneuraminate lyase in the protozoan Trichomonas vaginalis
shares a high similarity (80% identity) with the neuraminate
lyase bacteria Haemophilus influenzae in protein sequence,
suggesting that this is a recent transfer event. Remarkably,
the newly transferred gene recruited a new leader sequence
24 amino acids long, which seems to be a signal peptide.
This structural evolution is reminiscent of origin of presequences or transit peptides in many nuclearly encoded
organellar proteins [9,56]. The T. vaginalis N-acytylneuraminate
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lysase becomes a secreted protein whereas the bacteria
neuraminate lyase is cytosolic, suggesting that the new gene
in T. vaginalis may have evolved a new function.

The role of ‘tinkers’
Various mechanisms for new gene evolution have been
investigated, which often understandably point to deterministic optimization of the structure and functions of new
genes. It may give insight to revisit the concept
of ‘tinkerism’, the important but often overlooked idea of
‘evolution as tinkering’, proposed by Jacob [57] to describe
how evolution works to generate novelties. In this view,
evolution does not behave like a good engineer who always
wants to do the best job with a well-prepared plan and
specifically provided materials. Instead, evolution works
like a tinker who uses whatever material comes to hand in
making a device that crudely serves some new functions
but does so in a far-from-perfect manner at first. Thus, a
tinker can make a roulette table from an old bicycle wheel
or a TV stand from a broken chair.
Nurminsky et al. [58] investigated the origin of Sdic, an
evolutionarily new gene in Drosophila. It originated in the
single lineage of D. melanogaster, after its split only three
million years ago from its sibling species. Sdic is one of the
two youngest genes known (the other gene, Jingwei, also in
Drosophila, is under 2.5 million years old) [59]. Remarkable
in the early life of this gene are the unusual origins of
various of its essential parts: deletion created the chimera;
a new exon evolved from an intron of the Cdic parent; and
the new testes-specific promoter formed from an exon in
parent AnnX. As the resources for its various parts are so
dissimilar to their eventual uses, both functionally and
structurally, one could scarcely have predicted that they
would be connected together. These changes provide
evidence of tinkerism.
Furthermore, the high rate of protein evolution in the
above examples indicates imperfection of the original
parental genes or gene fragments for the novel functions
they eventually serve. Otherwise, these proteins would
not have been so rapidly changed by the force of natural
selection. The high substitution rates of the shuffled
exons, as shown in Sdic and other new genes [9,59],
however, suggests that the original exons were not adept in
their new roles and needed further modifications by the
diligent tinker. Thus, the concrete case of the Sdic gene
and the rapid evolution of new genes known previously
reveal tinkering evolution. This route of evolution, added
to the powerful mechanisms of exon shuffling and
duplication that provide novel but often imperfect genetic
materials, would create a vast diversity of genes.

New gene functions follow Darwin’s scenario
Whereas the mutation process that creates initial structure
paints a dramatic picture for the first step in the evolution
of new genes, the various evolutionary forces involved in
the next step — the fixation of the new genes, at the
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various stages of their improvement in whole species —
can next be considered.
Most new genes that originated from exon shuffling and
gene duplication have undergone significantly elevated
rates of evolution when compared to their parental genes.
Jingwei has a significantly elevated rate of evolution in its
protein sequence and gene structure, signifying strong
protein adaptive evolution throughout its evolutionary
history [59,60,61••]. Sdic evidences rapid sequence change
and low within-species variation [58,62,63,64••]. Similarly,
another new gene in Drosophila, Fannegan, which was
generated by gene duplication 20 million years ago, also
showed fast protein sequence evolution [65]. A plant
cytochrome C1 precursor gene recruited a novel mitochondrial-targeting domain 100–120 million years ago,
which evolved 30–50 times faster than its ancestral counterpart [9]. Ohta [66] noticed higher rates of evolution
associated with functional divergence in some anciently
duplicated genes. These examples are consistent with a
role for Darwinian selection in shaping the structures of
new genes.
Most attention has been focused on new genes that adopt
different functions, a process shown to be governed by
Darwinian selection. New progress has also been achieved
in understanding convergent evolution. Novel genes in
different lineages can evolve the same new function under
similar selection pressures. The crystallins — eye lens proteins that contribute to the high refractive index needed
for the lens to focus light — provide a good example for
the same function being evolved from different proteins.
Ancestral genes code for proteins as diverse as small heat
shock proteins, lactate dehydrogenase B, and ornithine
cyclodeaminase (e.g. [67,68]).
Antifreeze proteins provide an explicit example of convergence from disparate origins [69–72]. The antifreeze
glycoproteins (AFGPs) in polar fishes form a family of proteins that bind to ice crystals in the cells and block further
ice crystal growth. Whether in Antarctic or Arctic fishes,
these proteins have a similar molecular phenotype —
many glycotripeptides (Thr-Ala/Pro-Ala)n interspersed
with short peptide spacers — but these genes are very different in exon–intron structures, codon usage, and spacer
sequences [69]. Furthermore, the AFGP in the Antarctic
fish has very high similarity to trypsinogen genes, suggesting its recent origin (5–14 million years) from the latter
gene [70]. Identification of a hybrid gene of AFGP and
trypsinogen genes in an Antarctic fish, Dissostichus mawsoni,
further confirmed the origin of the Antarctic AFGP [71].
Although it is unclear how Arctic AFGP originated, it is
more parsimonious to infer a recent convergent origin for
Antarctic AFGP.

Recently evolved genes in human
What are the genetic differences between humans and
non-humans? Nucleotide substitutions have been found in
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every gene examined to date that have homologues in
other organisms; human genome structure differs in
numerous details from other organisms, although the total
number of genes in the human genome does not appear as
big as was speculated [37,38]. Several investigations have
revealed that novel genes originated in the human lineage,
implying that humans may have human-specific genes.
Nahon and co-workers [39••,40,41] not only found a new
mechanism to translocate an intact intron–exon structure to
new positions within the genome, as described above, they
also revealed two chimerical genes PMCHL1 and PMCHL2
in Hominidae. PMCHL1 evolved 25 million years ago,
before the old-world monkeys (Catarrhini) diverged, by a
complex mechanism of retroposition described above,
coupled with de novo creation of the intron–exon boundaries in the 3′ coding region recruited from non-coding
genomic DNA, leading to a chimerical gene structure. A
large duplication of the region encompassing PMCHL1 in
the Hominidae five million years ago yielded PMCHL2, a
young gene appearing in humans and chimpanzees. RNA
expression experiments revealed that PMCHL1 and
PMCHL2 are specifically and differentially regulated in
testis; PMCH1 expresses in human fetus and brain, showing
that these genes are tightly regulated [40,41].
Thompson et al. [73••] have reported a new protein encoded
in the human genome by chimeric transcripts from two
adjacent genes. The fusion protein — with its amino terminus deriving from the Kua gene and the carboxyl terminus
deriving from the UEV gene — originated from a readthrough transcript from the two genes, which are several
kilobases apart. These genes are unlinked in Caenorhabditis
elegans and far apart in D. melanogaster. Both genes also
produce separate transcripts and separate, highly conserved
proteins. The chimerical protein may have evolved a new
function by acquiring new intracellular locations. It is unclear
when the fusion event took place but it was found that the
mouse counterparts of the two genes may be closely
proximal but generated different hybrid transcripts, suggesting the fused protein and its functions may have evolved
recently in humans or their primate ancestors [73••,74].

Conclusions
Significant progress has been made in understanding the
initial stage in the evolution of new genes, the creation of
new gene structure. Detailed molecular mechanisms underlying exon shuffling have been found. The classic candidate
mechanism for exon shuffling, illegitimate recombination,
was demonstrated under laboratory conditions, revealing
further detail of how an intereaction between topoiosmerase
and a specific recognition sequence signal can lead to the
generation of exon duplication. A quite different type of
illegitimate recombination, a new mechanism called L1
element mediated 3′ transduction, may not be a rarely used
mechanism to recombine exons in genomes with high
copy numbers of L1 elements, such as the human genome.
Several other features of processes that create new genes

have been detected or better understood as well, such as the
generality of retroposition and gene duplication in the origin
of new genes, and exaption of transposable elements into
genes encoding cellular proteins.
The experimental search for young genes has emerged as
a direct approach to observation of early stages in evolutionary process. It is noteworthy that adaptive selection is
involved in the early history of new genes (e.g. convergent
evolution of antifreeze proteins in Antarctic notothenioid
fishes and several northern cods or the origin of Jingwei and
other new Drosophila genes). Furthermore, these new
genes, exemplified by Sdic, revealed ‘tinkerism’ among the
processes shaping the early course of evolution of new
genes. However, the tinkers in evolution of new genes do
not, as speculated originally, work slowly and inefficiently;
rather, under Darwinian selection, they have formed new
genes rapidly and efficiently. New chimerical genes and
fusion genes have been found in humans and our evolutionary relatives, adding a new element for consideration
as part of the genetic divergence between human and
non-human organisms.
Although major recent progress has been focused on the
early molecular processes creating new genes, explorations
of evolutionary forces that govern the fixation of new
gene structures and subsequent sequence evolution have
emerged, using young genes with novel functions as model
systems. It can be anticipated that in the near future, more
young genes in various organisms will be identified and
the further investigation of such new genes will elaborate
which evolutionary forces underlie their genesis.

Update
Nekrutenko and Li [75] have found that 4% of human
genes contain TE-derived protein-coding regions and that
TE integration may affect gene fucntion.
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